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Walk ‘N Roll Week in tandem with Bike Walk Bus Week
Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
Elijah Foglil, a 9-year-old at Saturday’s
Festival of Cycles, spent his afternoon at
Bonner Park painting his bike a bright yellow – with brown skulls. The newly painted
bike frame, tires (and portions of Bonner’s
grass) were stained yellow in the spirit of
going “green.”
Foglil rides his bike because “it helps
the environment,” and it “doesn’t release
that stuff in the air that cars do.” He said
he’d recommend bike riding to others “so
the Earth lasts longer, so the future is more
pretty.”
Around 100 volunteers assisted people
with fixing and building bikes at the festival,
said Bob Giordano, the Free Cycles director
whose nonprofit sponsored Saturday’s festival as the kick-off event for Missoula’s 18th
annual Bike Walk Bus Week.
“Basically, we’re just trying to get people
out doing sustainable transportation,” Giordano said.
There are over 100 events planned
throughout the week, including the University of Montana’s 9th annual Walk ‘N Roll
Week, said Phil Smith, manager of the city’s
Bicycle-Pedestrian Program.
During Walk ‘N Roll Week, volunteers
promote sustainable transportation by handing out buttons and raffle tickets for prizes
to students commuting to campus by any
means other than driving. The raffle tickets will be given out at campus entrances
and bus stops from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
through Thursday and from 7:30 a.m. to 11
p.m. on Friday, said Nancy Wilson, director
of ASUM Transportation.
Other perks of Bike Walk Bus Week include things like free cinnamon swirl rolls at
Great Harvest Bread Company Wednesday
morning and free bagels at Bagels on Broadway Thursday morning for those who don’t
drive to the shops. Bike maintenance classes
are also being offered at various locations
throughout the week.
In addition to biking, many students are
also rolling to campus on their longboards
and skateboards.
Negative stereotypes surrounding skateboarders are often untrue, said JP Luthy, a
UM sophomore, adding that he doesn’t just
skate so he can do tricks with his board.
“We’ve become way too dependent on
fossil fuels,” Luthy said. “I do not drive, period, really. Now more than ever, it’s important to get off your ass and do something.”
However, getting up and “doing something” besides driving doesn’t mean you
have to be a marathon runner or a hard-core
cyclist.
Rod Miner, owner of Lightfoot Cycles,
showcased a squad of bikes with recumbent
seating at the Festival of Cycles, including
one with an electronic assist, which looks
more like a mini-car than a bike.
“We feel that most Americans don’t ride
bikes after their college years because they
feel bikes are uncomfortable, unsafe and impractical,” Miner said. “We’re trying to turn
that paradigm on its head, making (bikes)
See BUS WEEK, page 5

Today On Campus

• Take a break Tuesday
Fly fishing on the Oval
free, 5 p.m.

Taka Osuga/Montana Kaimin

Junior Jatin Gandhi, right, steps off the bus at the UC stop and heads to his class Monday afternoon. If the ASUM Transportation fee increase passes,
ASUM would double the COT service, purchase more buses and build a garage to house them.

ASUM: Transportation fee increase good
for clean air and potential new bus service
Josh Potter
Montana Kaimin
In order to garner support
for an increased transportation
fee, the ASUM Office of Transportation has started running its
COT shuttle service twice as often, one aspect of the potential
changes to campus-wide transportation if the fee increase is
passed.
The doubled service is meant
to give students a preview of the
changes that would occur if stu-

dents vote for the $3.50 increase
on April 29 and 30.
“If the fee increase is successful, we would double the
COT service,” said ASUM
Transportation director Nancy
Wilson.
So, starting Monday and ending Wednesday, students who
use that bus service will be able
to see how the fee would serve
them.
“I think it would work for
me better,” said freshman Drew

Swinehart, a business major taking classes at the COT.
Swinehart said with the current COT bus schedule, if he
misses a bus, he has to wait another half hour to catch the next
one.
“I get out there at 33 or 34
past the hour, and it’s already
shown up and left,” Swinehart
said, adding that since he has
class on both campuses, missing
the bus always makes him late
for class.

Swinehart added that he is
not the only one that would benefit from a doubled COT service.
“Almost everyone I’ve met
at the COT lives in Aber,” said
Swinehart, who also lives there.
“Now they can rely on the bus
more.”
Wilson stressed that the fee
would also help students who
ride the South Campus shuttle,
since the service picks up students there as well.
See ASUM, page 11

Josh Potter
Montana Kaimin
Bar-hoppers got more than
they bargained for on Friday
night if they boarded the “drunk
bus” with the Booze Brothers.
For three years now, Cedric
Jacobsen and Ryan Hansen have
been cultivating their image as
spoofs of the Blues Brothers.
They wear sunglasses, even at
night. Their black suits stay perfectly pressed, while their fedoras stay perched on their heads.
Everything about them, down
to their glued-on sideburns and
shiny black shoes, suggests that
Jacobsen and Hansen could riff
on a guitar, but only if the drinks
were free.

However, as representatives
of the Curry Health Center, the
Booze Brothers sing a different
tune.
“It’s a different opportunity to
talk to students about things that
people don’t talk about that often,” Jacobsen said.
It’s not that students don’t talk
about alcohol, both Hansen and
Jacobsen agreed, but that they
don’t talk about ways to drink it
safely.
“It seems like the message
gets so clouded with ‘drinking is
bad for you, you shouldn’t drink
at all,’” Jacobsen said.
So, instead, the Booze Brothers send a different message.
“It’s fun and unique,” Hansen

said. “We don’t say ‘don’t drink.’
We say ‘drink responsibly.’”
Jacobsen and Hansen rode the
U-Dash bus with a box of buttons, bottle openers and coasters
to give out as prizes for people
who correctly answered trivia
questions about drinking and alcohol.
Most of the questions centered
on safe drinking techniques.
“What are some things you
can do to party safe tonight?”
Hansen asked a group of students
on their way downtown.
When the crowd simply fell
silent and stared, both Hansen
and Jacobsen shared a look that
betrayed slight anxiety.
“Tough crowd,” Hansen said.

But, Hansen said, the pair is
used to that type of response.
“I understand that it’s easy for
us to come off as preachy,” Hansen said, admitting that they are
not always showered in gratitude.
“It’s just a weird mix for you to
be going downtown and run into
representatives of the health advancement office.”
But, as is always the case as
the night gets on, the U-Dash
slowly morphed into the “drunk
bus” and the Booze Brothers’
jobs became a little easier.
“Every time I see the Booze
Brothers, I’m like, ‘God Damn!
It’s the Booze Brothers,’” said
junior Tate Hoskins. “They came
See BOOZE, page 12

Booze Bros face last call as safe-drinking advocates
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Editorial

Will my Facebook
get wrinkles as
I get older?
I’ve accepted that there are things I’m just going to have to give
up when I graduate in 18 days.
Some are obvious: setting my alarm so I can get up in time to
drink before Griz games, filling out half of the Kaimin crossword
during class and playing Scrabble online 10 hours a day — at work.
Others are less so. Can I still wear my tattered Griz T-shirt
that I bought at orientation? Is whiskey on Sundays a sign
of alcoholism or a classy tribute to Jesus? And Facebook.
What to do with that loyal mistress who eats at me daily. On one
hand, the social networking Web site could be a valuable tool as I
embark on a career in which networking is key. On the other, it’s
so lame.
I remember when Facebook photo albums were new. I remember when status updates were introduced. I remember when Facebook.com was TheFacebook.com. Now Facebook is more about
the event invites, ranking your friends, Zombies, becoming a fan
of … anything, and other applications that aren’t in any way applicable to my life.
But as I leave Missoula next month, Facebook remains the best
storage unit of my college memories. My 20th birthday party at
Freemo’s? It’s there. So is the first message from a guy who became my best friend. And a picture of me with a cute girl — her
hair blowing in the Oregon wind — who became my impossibly
wonderful girlfriend.
Facebook is a good record of facts, but it also tells lies. My
profile claims I have 748 friends. Not so. In reality, maybe a tenth
of those folks are really, truly friends. That number probably decreased with each snide editorial I wrote for the Kaimin.
For five semesters, I’ve worked for this newspaper, and
this will be the last time you will read my byline. The product
of those two-and-a-half years is 86,476 words. I know this because I have too much time on my hands, and word count is
a godsend. While things I’ve posted on Facebook are now
much too scattered to track down, I think I wrote probably
twice that much on the site. Wall posts. Photo comments. Status updates. Typing “Megan” and “Meghan” in the search bar
hoping to find the Meg(h)an who sat in front of me in class.
Hey, it’s not stalking. It’s social networking.
Just last week, I was tagged in photos taken my freshman year.
I wore hair past my ears, a puka-shell necklace, and a Guinnessinduced sloppy grin. I untagged myself.
I’m not sure that’s in the spirit of Facebook. Indeed, I did exactly what those pictures showed me doing, and there are probably
far more damning ones already out there.
But what about potential employers? Colleagues? Family members? They were just a quick click away from a cache of photos I
wouldn’t otherwise share with them.
Maybe it’s time to say goodbye to Facebook. Maybe it’s just
time to finally delete all those old incriminating pictures (trying
pigtails was definitely a goof) and incriminating factoids (like that
“When Harry Met Sally” is my favorite movie).
I don’t know what the solution is. It seems foolish to step
away from the online community when it is reaching its tentacles into so many aspects of life, particularly for journalists.
Still, it’s a tool that feels very college.
Then again, so does Top Ramen, beer pong and hitting “snooze”
on my alarm a minimum of eight times.
And those are things I’m definitely not giving up.

Bacon: the next interactive level

I heart bacon. Nothing lures
me out of a deep weekend slumber better than the sweet harmonious sounds of sizzling pig lard and
the salty, cholesterol- and nitratepacked protein. And thanks to our
networking-centric generation, the
hangover staple for millions can
not only fill my stomach and pleasure my taste buds, but also help
me reach my maximum social networking potential by reaching out
and communicating with people
that share my porcine interest.
The Poynter Institute, the online
organization dedicated to discussing journalism news and ethics,
and NewsU hosted a “webinar”
earlier this month and a speaker
used the phrase “taking bacon to
the next level.” The speaker was
referring to the bacon group on the
online photo site, Flickr. Finally,
people can join this group and
then post photos of bacon for the
world to see. Not surprisingly, bacon is not very photogenic and fits
best at the depths of my digestive
tract. But the more broad-reaching
theme of the webinar was not getting in touch with our inner love
of fat strips, but rather to discuss
where networking sites, such as
Facebook, Twitter (my personal
favorite), Flickr and MySpace,
fit within journalism and the real
world. They certainly fit somewhere, even if they are not always
welcome.
For those of you who haven’t
opened a web browser in a couple years, Facebook is an online networking site where one
shares friends, photos, messages
and status updates with other
friends. Twitter differs because
you merely post status updates or

Contact the Kaimin online at
editor@montanakaimin.com.
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receive updates about people you
are following. The site can be accessed with a cell phone so you
can update your status when actually out and about doing stuff.
And here’s where I really get excited: There is a Twitter application on Facebook that posts your
tweets directly to Facebook. I’m
still in the process of convincing
my friends to convert and so far
have been quite unsuccessful. I
respect your decision not to integrate and combine networking
styles, but to discount any particular networking style is extremely hypocritical.
And although some swear they
will never join Twitter and laugh at
those who use the online networking sites out there, social networking via the Internet is an unstoppable and unpredictable storm of
new media and ideas. Instead of
ignoring or boycotting the inevitable transformation of society,
we must embrace it while using it
in moderation - just like how we
should eat our bacon - in order to
avoid network overdose.
So many positives surround these
networking tools. As a journalist using Twitter, I can break news stories

Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and
columns should be about 700 words. Please
e-mail both to opinion@montanakaimin.com, or drop them off in Don Anderson
Hall 208. Make sure to include a phone number.
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Montana Kaimin
The Montana Kaimin, in its 111th
year, is published by the students
of The University of Montana,
Missoula. The UM School of
Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but
assumes no control over policy or
content.

There’s a
fly in my
beer By Kelsey Bernius

before any newspaper or broadcast
station. If I’m walking in downtown
Missoula and see any newsworthy
event, large or small, I can tweet
(this is a verb you should begin to familiarize yourself with) the information without having to find a computer, open up a Word document
and wait for the next morning’s
newspaper to roll off the printing
press. And since I follow the New
York Times on Twitter, I’m directly
alerted of major breaking national
and international news before those
who don’t use Twitter. This concept
is personal because I can post that
story to either my Twitter or Facebook account. But I can also post it
to other sites’ mini-feed. It’s almost
as if I am a middle-woman of journalism. And for my first and last
call-out of the entire semester, I’m
really doing the Times a favor and
think perhaps they owe me a job or
compensation for increasing their
readership.
Life becomes more efficient
and enjoyable with these tools. But
they work much like alcohol and
drugs. When one gets too carried
away and overuses a particular
substance, it picks away at one’s
livelihood and sanity. Usually, an
intervention is necessary. I know
a damn lot of people who have
either left Facebook or stopped
using it for a week. And I am
in no way advocating spending
more time on social networking
sites because nothing can replace
good old-fashioned face-to-face
interaction – whether it’s for reporting or everyday living. But
socializing in this new form is
almost as fun as frying up a pan
full of pork.
kelsey.bernius@umontana.edu

The Kaimin invites
letters to the editor
and guest columns.

Bill Oram, editor,
william.oram@umontana.edu
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Canadian chief justice: U.S. courts reflect different values
Allison Maier
Montana Kaimin

Though the United States
came about through war, Canada
emerged out of fancy parties and
“good champagne,” according to
Canada’s chief justice.
At a lecture Monday, Chief
Justice Beverly McLachlin said
that, though the U.S. and Canada
share a continent and are both former English colonies, the United
State’s history of revolution and
distrust of authority — in contrast
to Canada’s loyalty to England and
slower evolution — resulted in the
political, social and legal differences between the two countries
today.
“Maybe we could have been
[the same], but history intervened,” she said.
McLachlin’s speech marked the
25th Blankenbaker Lecture of Professional Responsibility, a series
started in 1978 and named after
Joseph N. Blankenbaker. Blanken-

baker was a Virginia-born banker
who eventually moved to Montana and established a foundation
that now gives money to the UM
School of Law.
McLachlin said that at one time,
the United States and Canada saw
themselves as one entity. She illustrated this point by mentioning
a house that now sits on the border,
with half of its structure in Canada
and half in the United States.
Over time, the border dividing
the two countries was established
as a result of “a few skirmishes,
a few battles, that kind of thing,”
McLachlin said.
The different ways that the
two countries evolved can explain the distinct characteristics
that now define them, according to
McLachlin.
The United States broke from
Great Britain aggressively, fighting a revolution and declaring independence, then drafting a constitution. The disagreements between
the original colonies and Britain

over issues such as taxation fostered a suspicion of authority, and
as a result, the U.S. was founded
on ideas of liberty, independence
and individual rights. The way
its political system is structured
— with three branches of government, checks and balances and a
president elected every four years
— reflects these values.
Canada, on the other hand,
remained loyal to England and
developed its own political institutions slowly, allowing them
to gradually evolve. It based its
political system on England’s
parliament. Because it did not
experience such a dramatic break
from Britain or have such an individualistic nature, McLachlin said,
Canada developed what she calls
a mindset of “pragmatic accommodation,” based largely on doing
what’s best for a greater number of
people.
Because of that, Canada has acquired a reputation of modesty and
common sense.

Kenneth Billington / Montana Kaimin

Beverly McLachlin, the chief justice of Canada, delivered a lecture entitled “Canada and the United States: A Comparative Perspective on Our Constitutional
Traditions and Legal Profession” as part of the UM School of Law’s 25th Blankenbaker Lecture Monday afternoon.

“By and large, it seems to work
for us,” McLachlin said.
Canada’s more inclusive nature
is reflected in its universal health

care system and reputation as a
peacekeeping country, as well as
how it views diversity, according
See CANADA, page 11
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World’s Largest Garage Sale raises money for UM Advocates
Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
Thanks to the World’s Largest
Garage Sale, University of Montana student Ryan Hansen has a
new doorbell: a giant cowbell.
“I come to the World’s Largest
Garage Sale to find unique and obscure treasures such as this obnoxious cowbell,” said Hansen, who
held up a heavy black bell that
was larger than his face. Hansen
bought the bell for $15 for the door
of his family’s restaurant, joking
that he’d use it as an alternative to
his recently broken doorbell until
his roommates want to kill him “in
about a day.”
The World’s Largest Garage
Sale filled up the lower level of
UM’s covered parking garage on
Saturday and almost half of the
second level. The 21st semi-annual sale was a fundraiser for the
UM Advocates, an organization of
more than 100 members who provide volunteer labor for campus

functions. Over 40 venders registered for Saturday’s event, said
Hunter Jones, an Advocates coordinator.
Jim Dickey, the father of a UM
freshman, bought a mini $3 pitchfork to shovel horse manure at his
home in eastern Montana. Dickey
and his wife said part of the appeal of garage sales is the fun of
bargaining for good prices, adding
that their $3 pitchfork would have
been $30 at a hardware store.
Others, like senior Bets Pindras, came to the sale with an eye
for the discounted furniture.
“The furniture is pretty neat,
and I’m scoping out the little porcelain things, they always amuse
me,” Pindras said while her boyfriend attempted to squeeze into
a pair of vintage leather boots.
“Garage sale-ing is a great way to
get stuff for cheap. If you need to
furnish an apartment, come to a
garage sale.”
Other students sold their
wares in an attempt to de-furnish

Taka Osuga/Montana Kaimin

Jan Bixby, left, organizes her used books display during the World’s Largest Garage Sale in the covered parking garage by
the Mansfield Library Saturday morning. This was Bixby’s fourth time as a vendor at the sale.

their pads.
Matt Moore, a UM grad student
who’s planning on moving “somewhere warmer” with his girlfriend,
said he rented two parking spaces
to sell some of their stuff as a way
to “lighten our load and make a
little extra money.”
Moore made almost $200 by
noon. Moore paid $20 to rent out
the selling space.
“You do more here in a half day
than you do in two days of a regular garage sale,” Sandy Drake said,
who sold an array of items with
her friend Earl Kant.
“And it’s fun to see what other
junk people bring,” she added with
a smile.
Some of the items the two sold

included old tools, a window, Pepsi can piggy banks, small California Raisin statues, fancy dishes, a
football-shaped barbeque, a 1954
collector’s edition TV Guide with
Frank Sinatra on the cover, and a
Big Boy plastic doll.
“You always sell things you
think you aren’t going to sell,”
Kant said.
Brothers Walker and Aiden
Winterburn, both in kindergarten,
came away from the sale with an
array of new stuffed animals, including a lion named “Mr. Lion,” a
dog named “Mr. Dog,” and a chameleon named “Mr. Color.” Aiden
said he bought a cowboy hat and
a stuffed animal otter so that he
could “hide the otter” in the hat.

Marissa Mueller, who’s sold
art and crystals at the event for the
past seven years, said she hopes
the event keeps going.
“People know they can count
on it twice a year, and I don’t have
to sell at my house,” Mueller said.
“I can come down here, and it all
goes away.”
carmen.george@umontana.edu
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Library helps people spring clean
Stacy Gray
Montana Kaimin
Two weeks left in the semester means spring-cleaning time.
Whether you are moving out of a
dorm room, sub-letting your place
for the summer or just need to appease your roommates, you need
to stock up on cleaning supplies
to help you do your dirty work.
Since many household cleaning
products contain toxic chemicals
that are linked to asthma, reproductive damage and cancer, the Missoula Public Library hosted a green
cleaning party on Saturday, where
nearly 20 people got their hands
dirty making their own non-toxic
cleaning products.
“I love the irony of it,” said Caroline Campbell, a library employee
who organized the event. “We’re
making a mess so that we can clean
up!”
Campbell said she learned about
green cleaning parties a year ago
from Women’s Voices for the Earth,
a national organization based in

Missoula and created by a group of
UM environmental studies graduate students in 1995. The organization raises awareness about toxic
chemicals in household products,
such as cleaning supplies and cosmetics. According to WVE, household products affect women far
more than men because they still do
more than 70 percent of housework.
Campbell said she decided to
include the event in the library’s
adult programs this month because
adults deserve the chance to make
something they can take home with
them.
“We wanted the adults to get to
do hands-on projects, like the kids
do,” Campbell said.
The organization supplied
Campbell with recipe cards to
make an all-purpose cleaner and
a creamy soft scrub. Campbell
bought enough raw materials from
the Good Food Store to make 45 of
these eco-friendly products for under $120.
“I’ve never done anything like

The KAIMIN KLICKs
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this before,” said Campbell. “I
didn’t realize it was so easy.”
Campbell said most of the materials are things that people already
have, such as vinegar and baking
soda.
Fifteen-year-old Kenny Hickman came to the event because he
said it was a cool activity to do with
his grandma. It only took him five
minutes to make the two products.
“It was really easy, actually,”
Hickman said. “I just figured there
would be more to it.”
Campbell said she especially
enjoyed working with the essential
oils. Tea tree, lemon and lavender
scents were provided to mask the
strong vinegar odor.
“They smell so good,” Campbell said. “And they don’t make me
have a headache.”
Campbell said she mixed up the
leftover materials and put them out
on a library table for free.
“Don’t worry,” Campbell said.
“They’ll find homes.”
stacy.gray@umontana.edu
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BUS WEEK
Continued from page 1
comfortable, safe and eminently
practical.”
The raffle for Walk ‘N Roll
Week will be held at noon Friday
between the library and the University Center, with live music and
prizes including a Cruiser bike,
bike trailer, lights and shirts. Other
prizes, including flashing lights
and carabiners, will be handed out
randomly to spectators who may
not have raffle tickets. Between

400 and 500 volunteers have
signed up to distribute these raffle
tickets, Wilson added. A helmet
sale and fitting will also take place
Tuesday from noon to 3 p.m. at the
Grizzly statue near the Oval, with
helmets going for around $7 to $9,
Wilson said.
A full schedule of events for
the week is available at www.bikewalkbusmissoula.org. People with
questions about bicycling laws or
other questions about bicycling in
Missoula can call the city’s Bicycle/Pedestrian Office at 406-523462.
carmen.george@umontana.edu

www.montanakaimin.com
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ASUM candidate profiles, fee proposals
ASUM elections will be held this Wednesday from 12 a.m. to Thursday at 8 p.m. on Cyberbear.

Editor’s Note: The Kaimin e-mailed the following questions to all students running for ASUM Senate.
Below are their responses, edited for spelling and punctuation.
1) While no one can predict the future, what do
you consider the most important issues for next
year, and what are your stances on them?
2) How do you feel about new student fees or
increases to existing ones?
3) If you were a pirate, what would you hijack a
ship for?
Corrina Chuang
sophomore, economics
1) I am a peer
advisor, and I personally believe that
advising is crucial
to student retention
in school and their
knowledge about academic requirements, opportunities
in the community, and how students
can make the most out of their college time and the big bucks they are
paying. I am strongly against group
advising, and support one-on-one
confidential advising that every student deserves to have.
I am also the only international
student who is running for ASUM
senator. I would like UM to engage
in more public diplomacy and support international students here in
Missoula. It will help to bring more
cultures and diversity to campus
and the local community. There are
about 470 international students
from 79 different countries attending the University of Montana. Being an international student myself, I

PROPOSED FEES
Revolving Energy Loan Fund
An optional $4 fee per semester, which would help fund energy
conservation projects on campus.
MontPIRG Fee
This is a new, optional $5 fee
that the Montana Public Interest
Research Group proposed as a
way to help hire new staff and reorganize their group so they can
have better communication with
the U.S. Public Interest Research
Group. ASUM originally voted the
fee down, but MontPIRG received
enough signatures on a petition to
add it to the ballot.
Kaimin Fee
As it stands now, students pay
a $4 fee per semester for the Kaimin’s operating cost. The business
office at the Kaimin is proposing a
$2 increase to make the fee $6 a
semester. The Kaimin plans to use
the money as a safety net in their
reserve fund because the newspaper management foresees rising
costs in printing and publishing as
well as a need for new equipment
in their newsroom.
ASUM Transportation Fee
ASUM Transportation currently collects a $23.50 fee from students when they pay their tuition.
The ASUM agency is proposing a
$3.50 fee increase so the total will
be $27.00. ASUM Transportation
plans to use the money in a twoyear plan to double service to the
COT and South Campus, as well
as replacing the bio bus, building a
garage and expanding the campus
bike rental service.

Other candidates who did not respond:
• Mike Campbell, junior, information systems, candidate for business manager
• Andy Gonzales, junior, history
• Ella Torti, junior, human biology
• Irwin Vinnik, freshman, English
• Matthew Getz, sophomore, classic studies
• Mike Campbell, junior, information systems

can make these 470 students’ voices
be heard.
2) It is always frustrating to
have increases in tuition fees; we
should absolutely look into issues regarding this and try to come out with
either better student welfare as a result
of new or increased fees or a reduction
in fees in some other areas.
3) Ice Cream!
Casey Smartt
freshman, undeclared
1) Some of the
main issues I believe
need to be addressed
next year would
be getting students
more involved on issues such as student
fees and the issue of more transparent student fees. I believe that
students should have easier access
to what their student fees are being used for. My proposal for this
would be a link on student’s CyberBear accounts that allows students to access the places what
their fees are being used for.
2) As far as fees go, I am in support of the ASUM Transportation
fee, which would help upgrade our
campus bus system, which is clearly in need of a renovation due to
increased use. Also it would go towards the bike program, which has
been highly successful this year. I
also like the idea of the RELF fee
because I think it’s crucial in helping students of Montana learn more
about renewable energy and is vital
for our future. I believe MontPIRG
could be beneficial to students, but
it is not necessary at this point, especially since ASUM can do a lot
of the things MontPIRG suggests.
I see an increase to the Montana
Kaimin fee as necessary because of
the popularity of the paper and the
need to improve technology as far as
producing it goes. Campus newspapers are a big part of expression in
college, and this fee increase will be
extremely beneficial to students.
3) If I was a pirate, I would be
interested in hijacking ships for a
lot of things. The approach I would
have is kind of a Robin Hood one,
such as stealing from the rich to give
to the poor. I would hijack a ship
carrying goods from a major food
company. After hijacking the ship, I
would take it to Africa and feed as
many people as possible before going back to sea and getting another
one to do the same thing.
Jeff Verlanic
sophomore, drama
1) Valuing the diversity of our campus is of the utmost
importance to me.
As a senator, I hope
to continue working
with individuals of
all backgrounds on the Senate to
further improve our campus. One

area of improvement that is very
important to me is sustainability. I
have and will continue to support
efforts to make this campus sustainable. We voted on the RELF referendum, which will create a huge fund
for eco-friendly projects on campus,
if it passes within the student body,
and I will continue to work on making sure the money is used sensibly.
Alternative transportation is another
aspect of this community I would
like to improve even further. This
can be achieved by supporting said
alternative methods. We need more
bike racks on campus because the
bicycle parking here is severely limited. Buses should make even wider
loops than they already do and students should be encouraged to walk
to campus whenever possible.
2) I currently hold a part-time
job, a work study job and have a full
credit load. I pay my own tuition and
fully understand the burden of those
costs. It is hard to be a student and
the current state of our economic affairs is not helping. That said, I am
willing to pay fees for the services
I value here on campus. I love our
gym facilities, wireless Internet is
very useful and a student paper is a
necessity. I will continue to vote for
these fees and others I see as valid,
but I have been and will continue to
be scrupulous when deciding upon
said fees. It is important to keep the
exceptional work of our students going by supporting them financially
while also bearing in mind the economic strain on students.
3) Their booty, of course.
Erik Rose
junior, international business
1) In this time
of economic crisis,
fiscal responsibility is paramount for
everyone. ASUM
needs to have Senators with strong financial backgrounds to steer the
budget and ensure that student
groups and programs receive adequate funding. I believe that
majoring in Business Management and International Business
has given me the tools necessary
to promote a healthy budget that
provides support for the student
population. Like every year, issues
regarding agencies such as ASUM
Transportation, ASUM Childcare,
and Off Campus Renter Center
will be important. It is imperative
to maintain the current services
provided without having to unnecessarily increase fees or sacrifice
other programs.
2) Each student fee must be assessed as to its affect on the student population as a whole. If a fee
would have a negligible impact
on campus, then it should not be
required of students to pay. Some
fees, such as the Recycling Fee
and Transportation Fee benefit not

only students but also our society
as a whole. I believe that students
should have the option to pay for
most fees and that fee increases
need to be scrutinized to guarantee
that there is a legitimate reason for
the increase.
3) So then I could use pirate
pickup lines like: “I’d love to drop
anchor in your lagoon.”
Joe Sanders
junior, political science
1) The Montana
Legislature has considered freezing tuition at its current
level. Many people
around the university
feel that if this was
done it would sacrifice funding for
student programs and other campus
necessities. We need to seriously
look at the budget, and make cuts
where necessary. I’m looking at this
from a common sense perspective.
I am about as far to the left as anyone at this school, but if our school
spends too much money it means
taxes or tuition goes up. Considering
the current economic circumstances,
I feel that it is necessary to prioritize,
and only provide funding for the most
important programs. If somebody
wants to propose a new program or
group they need to find a way to pay
for it. We should not emulate the
federal government when it comes to
spending. We must show fiscal discipline and promote environmental
and economic sustainability. Responsibility and transparency are vital for
proper student governance.
2) I look at the University as a
money-grubbing machine that can’t
competently allocate funds. Those
nice big TVs in the Gallagher Building, how much did they cost? They
were probably a couple thousand dollars, and all they have on are boring,
craptacular business programming.
This is an example of the university going against popular will and
common sense, spending money
on something that will only help a
certain segment of the school population. Everybody must be taking into
account when we make buy stuff or
make upgrades. We must tell everybody about how much the fees will
influence them. Sure, I’d like to see
money go to a few places, like buying
a new bus for the Park and Ride. The
bus system at the UM is awesome,
and we need to make sure that it is
maintained and made better. Common sense is essential for our school
to move into the future.
3) I’ve always wanted to be a pirate, especially a Somalian pirate!
Those rich jerks with yachts would
be my target, because it would be
super fun to plunder a spoiled brats
big fancy boat. Maybe I could hijack one of those boats with lots of
drugs on it. Of course, when you attack a rich person’s boat or a drug
ship you will probably be sniped by
Navy Seals. My crew would consist of bonobo monkeys. My robot
named Sparky would be trained to
launch toilet paper and rockets
at Navy ships, and my lieutenant
bonobo monkey named Horatio
would throw poop at them. Oh,
the poo would fall like rain upon
the Navy. Determination is the key
to effective piracy, and me and my
monkeys would prevail.         

Caitlin Lynch
freshman, political science
1) I think next year will be
about the day-to-day issues that
are not going to go away between
now and then. While I can’t guess
whether or not there will be any
big issues, I think we need to
tackle problems that are small in
scale, but have day-to-day ramifications. A huge example of this
is the parking problem. There are
basic steps that can be taken to
alleviate this problem, and I am
definitely interested in discussing
this with ASUM veterans and the
student body.
2) I think when a student is
charged a fee by the university, the
university must take responsibility
and ensure that it contributes to the
student’s experience and the university as a whole. Yet, I think this
idea has been stretched to mean
many different things and has
been abused. I do not support the
MontPIRG fee next year, because
while it has potential, I fail to see
its current record of benefit to or
representation of each and every
student, rather than simply some
of the students. Because of this, I
do not like the idea of an “opt-out”
fee, as the idea that students must
go out of their way to not support a
student group sounds like an abuse
of the student fee ideal.
3) Johnny Depp.
Charlene Hubbard
sophomore, marketing
1) Though I have only been attending the U this term, the main
issue that should be focused upon
is transportation. I don’t know how
many times I missed part of a class
just trying to find a parking spot. I
would most definitely ride the bus or
my bike if I lived closer to town and
wouldn’t even worry about how much
I spend in gas everyday. For those that
ride the bus more often, it should be a
priority to get a few more busses running around campus.
2) Honestly, it scares me. From
my own experience of saving pennies, I stress on how I will pay tuition
for next fall. Though I understand in
some cases it may be necessary to
increase fees, but from my own perspective of paying my way through
college it’s a huge stress factor.
3) If I were a pirate, I would hijack a ship, become the captain and
sail the seven seas with my crew. We
would battle our enemies and go on
the hunt for buried treasure.
William Selph, junior
political science, history and education
1) An ongoing issue facing students is the Legislature. The House
and Senate chambers maybe empty,
however we still must reach out to
Democrats and Republicans to work
on issues facing students. Long-term
solutions for school funding and infrastructure to bring higher paying
jobs to Montana - these are all things
we can still work on. Additionally,
we will have local elections, and
ASUM is a large and often left-out
population. We need to work with
local officials on housing, transportation, and other critical issues facing students. We could work for a
semester without any construction,
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a year without cutting down campus
trees and saving some green space
on campus.
2) I spent a year on the ASUM
Transportation committee and understand the benefits of this fee. I
will support the Transportation fee.
I think that each fee must be judged
on its own merits.
3) The French always pay a
sizeable booty. I would hijack their
ships. Never American ships, because those people just end up in
Davy Jones’ locker.
Marissa Brewer
junior, marketing
1) I believe the
most important issue
on campus next year
will be transportation.
Between the lack of
parking and the increasing number of
people wishing to ride the ASUMsponsored transportation, I believe
that there are many students affected
by these issues. I am a firm believer
in the transportation fee to improve
the infrastructure of the transportation system but against the dollar
increase of parking permits.
2) As an out-of-state student, I
know how expensive tuition can be.
I support fees that help a large percentage of the student population. I
cannot say in general that I am for or
against fees, because each fee is different. I will evaluate each fee that I
vote on and vote according to what
students want.
3) I would hijack a ship for all the
good-looking men onboard!
Ashleen Williams
junior, political science
1) I consider diversity of education
and growth of programs already in existence to be one of
the most important
issues for next year.
We should all strive to make the
University a better, more unique
place that can provide an excellent education. An example of this
is my support for the Central and
Southwest Asian studies major
and minors in critical languages
like Arabic which I believe will
make students graduating from
UM more competitive in the job
market and more understanding of
a very complex world.
2) Given that fee changes are
not scheduled to happen again
within the next two years, I find
that reasonable fee adjustments
are necessary for the growth and
simple maintainment of certain
programs. One fee increase that
comes to mind is the transportation fee increase of $3.50. In my
opinion this fee is essential to the
health of the program. It will allow for a new biobus, and improve
upon an already invaluable service.
3) Espresso and more hours in
the day :)

Alison Kilts
sophomore, journalism
1) With the economy in this current
state, I believe now,
more than ever, is
an important time to
reuse our materials.
As a candidate, my
number one priority is to improve
the recycling here on campus.

Feature
Money and time are scarce. That
is why we need to stop throwing
away our cell phones, computers and cars simply because they
“break down,” and fix them instead. We must invest our time
and money in quality rather than
quantity.
2) If spent well, I believe they
can only do good. Money invested
into student groups and activities
is money for our school, which improves the individual education of
every student.
3) Well, if my ship didn’t have a
crow’s nest, and the other one did,
I would definitely hijack it. For
some reason, I have always found
crow’s nests to be exhilarating.
Kip Barhaugh, freshman
human biology and history
1) I believe the
most important issue
for next year will be
funding, funding and
funding. Already the
University System has
been cut about $8 million dollars across the board, and if
the current economic crisis has not
been solved by next year, more cuts
are sure to follow. Tuition will have
to be raised and the quality of education at the University will decline. I
am looking forward to working on
keeping tuition increases to a bare
minimum without sacrificing the
quality of education students receive at the University of Montana.
2) I believe that new student fees
are all circumstantial. My opinion
differs depending on the fee. However, increasing existing fees is an
unfortunate, yet necessary occurrence. Inflation and a poor economy
cause student fees to increase each
year in order for the services remain constant in their quality. As a
ASUM Senator I will work to keep
these increases as small as possible.
3) If I were a pirate I would hijack a ship and sail to the Caribbean.
There, I would take-over an island
and live for the rest of my days...on
vacation!
Trent Hanson
sophomore, biology
1) I think the single
most important issue
for ASUM this coming year is also the
most important issue for our country.
The economy slowly
seems to be coming around, but it’s
not where we would like it. Now
you may be wondering where in the
world I am going with this. The student fees need to be kept under control, because with student loans piling up and deterioration of new jobs
in our economy, it will be more and
more difficult to pay the loans off.
I also believe that transportation
is going to be key in these coming
years. It is a well-known fact that
there are not nearly as many parking
spots on campus as there are parking
permits. This problem itself may not
be fixable due to limited space and
a growing student population. There
are solutions to the problem though.
ASUM has a great Park-and-Ride
system, which promotes sustainability and reduces congestion on
campus. We need to look to expand
and promote programs like the Parkand-Ride.
2) One thing ASUM does is propose student fees on some programs.
In this economy, I want to make

sure, if a student fee is proposed, that
it is absolutely necessary for the advancement of our education and our
university. Also, I think opt-out options are a great idea, especially when
so many people are struggling to stay
in school or figure out how to pay off
their student loans. If the fee is not absolutely necessary, any student needs
an option to not pay that fee.
3) Now that is a tough question. I
don’t see myself hijacking any ships
here in the near future, but if I were
a pirate, I suppose I would hijack a
ship if it would help some group in
need and not cause more harm than
it did good. I hope that’s a great politically-correct answer.
Andrew Dusek, junior
journalism and political science
1) Because next
year is not a legislative year, it will be
really important to
look inward at issues that directly impact UM students on
campus while continuing to build
our relationship with the Board of
Regents and university officials
to make school affordable and
engaging for all students. Issues
that impact the university’s interests outside campus are extremely
important and should continue to
be pursued, but with more time to
focus attention on internal issues.
UM and students can benefit from
improved relationships and services through new proposals and a
narrowed focus. We need to look
inward and ask ourselves how we
can have the greatest impact on
students here and now.
2) I take fee increases very seriously and weigh each proposed increase individually. I am an openminded individual, and I listen to
proponents and opponents of every new and existing fee. I oppose
unnecessary increases, but there
are some increases that are necessary for student services to be
updated so they can best serve students. Of course, no one wants to
pay more to attend the university,
but if fees are deemed necessary
and evidence supports increases, I
am more likely to consider them.
3) Booty, of course.
Katie Mariani, freshman
political science and business
1) I believe there
are going to be a variety of issues brought
up next year. One
main issue is our
current financial situation. With the current economy there are going to be
some substantial budget cuts to the
university system. As the voice
of the students, we need to do everything in our power to keep the
tuition from rising substantially,
while keeping our quality education
in mind. Also, we need to allocate
our funds reasonably and responsibly in order to make the most of the
money we are given. Another main
issue that needs to be discussed is
parking. Everyone who drives a car
to campus knows just how difficult
finding a parking spot can be. I plan
on looking into as many options as
possible to at least begin to raise
awareness, in hopes of solving the
congested predicament.
2) I feel that many of the student
fees are satisfactory at the price that

they are currently. However, I find
that every year different departments
go through diverse changes and in
some cases the fees do need to raise
in order to maintain the advancements continually changing. At
the university, we always want to
provide our students with the best
possible learning environment and
services; if that means raising the
fee slightly, then we must do just
that. As far as new student fees are
concerned, I believe that we need to
ensure we are being financially responsible when deciding on the fees
we are allocating to the students.
3) If I were a pirate I would hijack
a ship full of oil that was from an oil
dependent country. This way the
government would have no choice
but to pay me the ransom for their
oil. During this process I wouldn’t
have to threaten the lives of anyone,
and with my ransom money I would
travel to an excluded island and create a luxurious lifestyle for myself.
Thomas Hawkins
junior, finance
1) I consider Grizzly football to be one
of the more important
experiences for a UM
student. Currently,
there is a problem
with the way students
get tickets to go to the games, which
has been demonstrated by the void
in student body attendance records.
There have been many proposed solutions to the problem, and I am eager to “tackle” this problem head on.
2) Student fees have their place
but should not be abused by the state
of Montana government. It is the job
of a senator to monitor and regulate
the state’s inevitable push for increased fees.
3) I own a parakeet, and he sits
on my shoulder.
Mandi Summers
sophomore, journalism
1) Sustainability
on campus is a big
issue. The benefits of
implementing energy-saving tactics now
will compound continuously for years
into the future. It’s an investment
and a pledge to future generations, as
well as an example for others. Continuing the note of sustainability, it
would be nice to reinstate the North
Coast Hiawatha Amtrak line—that’s
not something ASUM would be able
to accomplish alone (obviously), but
officially showing support is a step.
Tuition, of course, is always an
issue, but we won’t know exactly
what we’re up against until we see
what comes out of the state legislature this week.
2) Fees are terrible. Fee increases
are worse. Unfortunately, both are a
necessity. Student money should be
stretched as far as possible. I’d like
to say that fees won’t increase, but
I can’t make that promise. I can say
that we won’t fritter your money
away. We’ll put every penny to use
making our campus a better place.
No one wants to pay more for something if they aren’t getting more in
return, myself included. Before adding or increasing any fees, I’d look
for places where money could cut.
Increasing fees is the last option I’d
want to look at, but if we want services and results, we have to pay for
them. Another problem is that—as
much as I hate to bring this up—the
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state of the economy is driving up
prices on everything. It costs more
just to keep up.
3) World peace, an AIDS vaccine so I could inoculate all the babies, the power to teleport, the new
Cool Kids album, equal rights for
everybody, gold, a prescribed green
card, true love, the location of the
Island on LOST, a better economy,
the ability to breathe underwater, a
worldwide literacy rate of 100%,
cashmoney, and my letter of admission to Hogwarts. Find me that ship,
I promise you I’ll hijack it.
Sebastien Guilhemotonin
junior, anthropology
1) Proper allocation of ASUM
funds to best serve the students,
who are obligated to pay them by the
university, it is only right that they
should be able to benefit from it.
2) Student fees should fluctuate, depending on the changing
value of the dollar and national
economy. Though, in budgeting,
consideration that students are
some of the lowest income residents is key
3) Aircraft carrier - got all the
toys you would ever want.
Kacie Engum
sophomore, economics
1) For the next
year at the University of Montana, I
consider the most
important issues to be
sustainability, social
justice, fair funding
for student groups and student involvement. I feel that it is important that UM is on the forefront of
environmental issues and those of
sustainability because not only does
it help our planet, it would save the
University money for other projects
if it were to pursue more efficient
means of energy usage. As well as
being exemplary on sustainability, it
is also crucial that UM is exemplary
on the social justice front. I support
our school pursuing ethical business
practices. In regards to fair funding
for student groups, I think it is critical
that we strictly evaluate where the dollars are going, and I would like to help
some groups operate more in a sustainable manner. Student involvement
is also an important issue because generally when more people are involved,
it is more fun.
2) Student fees provide many
resources at a low cost to individual
students that truly enhance university life. The optional fees provide
flexibility for students. One fee that
I support is the Revolving Energy
Loan Fund. RELF would return
more to the University than we put
into it. RELF will pay for projects
that save energy and reduce waste.
With RELF, the University will be
able to save money to start project
and later repay the loan with the resulting energy savings.
3) One million ham salad sandwiches.
Katherine Kettering
sophomore, journalism
1) One issue that
needs to be tackled
on campus is student parking and the
expansion of public
transportation. Another issue that I think
needs to be considered would be
improving our athletic facilities. I
would also like to try and work on
See CANDIDATES, page 8
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lowering the ticket prices for shows
put on by the University’s drama department. I think it would attract a lot
more students to attend and support
the arts at UM. I bring up this point
because I recently had to pay $14.00
to see a school production. While I
was waiting in line, I saw two kids
who were planning on attending, but
after learning of the high cost left
because it was too expensive. On a
campus where so many students are
involved in the fine arts programs, it
seems a shame for them to not have
their hard work recognized.
2) No response given
3) No response given
Mary Kettering
sophomore, history
1) PARKING! No
not really. Parking is
something that every
campus has problems
with. Personally I do
not own a car, and
therefore I must purchase a vehicle before I worry about

Feature
where I am going to park it. Sorry.
I do feel there are some real issues
that can have a direct affect on our
campus. One issue that was recently
discussed by ASUM was RELF
(Revolving Energy Loan Fund).
This is the will promote sustainability on campus. This may not have an
immediate impact on students, but it
will over time, and I am in support.
To speak to an issue that is important
to me personally. I am also an athlete on UM’s cross country and track
teams. I feel that our athletic department is currently starved for money,
despite popular belief. I am this next
year going to work hard to put a
change to that. Our school’s athletics have gone leaps and bounds over
achieving and making a really fabulous and competitive program. Athletics have brought visibility to the
University of Montana so I want to
make sure that the program can continue in this positive trend, because
just because something is working
and successful now doesn’t mean it
will always be that way.
2) I am an out of state student
from the Chicagoland area, and I
am paying out of state tuition. I am
also a working student to help pay
for that tuition. Therefore whenever
I see another student fee tacked onto
my bill or an increase in one that
already existed I am to say the least
not happy. BUT I am willing to pay
the fees because I have sat through

our senate meetings and seen how
painstakingly the facilities, such as
the Curry Health Center or Campus
Rec., have gone over their budgets.
They have really put the students
in the forefront of every decision.
Every cent more that they charge us
directly benefits our school for the
better and I am willing to pay an extra dollar here and there to keep the
University of Montana running at its
greatest potential.
3) Toilet paper. An unlimited
supply of TP. It is the worst thing
ever to buy, and you always need it!
And in my house we always seem to
be down to our last role so we have
to go around town and steal it.
Jake Armstrong
junior, accounting
1) The most important issue for
next year is, of course, our financial
and economic climate. Both Governor Schweitzer and UM President
Dennison are working as hard as
they can to improve our University
System, but the fact still remains we
cannot count on receiving any extra funds. We as a school are going
to have to make due with what we
have for now. That means we must
do everything we can to make our
money work for us in its most efficient manner.
2) I think the student fees and
increases are vital for their respective entities. I think it is important
for all students to look into the information regarding these fees and then
making the decision that works best
for themselves and the school. That
being said, there are some fees I support and some I do not. The fees that
are looking to make the greatest impact on students and their experience
on campus are the ones I support.
3) I would hijack a ship carrying the U.S.’s supply of mayonnaise. With this new-found power, I

would hold the entire world hostage
to making themselves a sandwich.
People would be reduced to eating
only soup for lunch. Arr! On top
of that, I would accomplish my lifelong dream of being the mayonnaise
kingpin!
John Wilke
sophomore, political science
1) There are a few
main issues that I have
focused on as a senator
this year and I hope to
continue focusing on
next year.
The first outstanding issue that
ASUM will face is funding student
groups and agencies, and doing it
fairly. Groups need to be funded effectively so they can increase student
involvement, and agencies need to be
funded so they can operate at sufficient levels to help every student.
Another issue is sustainability. By
continuing down the road of sustainability that ASUM has paved for the
University, we can save resources and
money. Increased sustainability could
be achieved by expanding alternative
transportation options, and utilizing
the funds that could become available
through the Revolving Energy Loan
Fund (RELF) for student-led “green”
projects.
ASUM also needs to promote civic
engagement; political activism can be
exercised during times other than elections. As a senator next year, I would
continue supporting debates, forums,
rallies and student-run organizations
like MontPIRG that get students informed and present on the political
scene. Although next year is not a big
election year, it is a local election year.
If we can get more students informed
and registered to vote, we can have a
big sway in the election and see to it
that student interests are represented
on every level of government.
2) As much as we all hate to see
fees to go up, every one of them adds
value to our campus. Many of the fees
we pay now pale in comparison to the
benefits we receive from them. That’s
not to say that all fees are good though.
That’s why I support students voting
on proposed fees, so they can decide
for themselves whether they are necessary or not.
Our senate this year has worked
hard to make sure all the fees students
will be voting on are fees that are nec-
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essary and beneficial, or at the very
least, fees that students will have the
option of paying or not.
3) If I were a pirate, I imagine I
would be a pretty angry, lonely person with a dark past. I would probably
hijack a ship to make some friends,
share my problems, and get the kind
of love and affection I never got from
my parents. Then I would convince
my new friends to become pirates
with me and go water-skiing.
Miranda Carson
freshman, history
1) There are many
very important issues
that ASUM will face
next year; the major
ones include campuswide “greening” and
fixing the budget issues with student group funding. I plan to promote green issues by trying first of
all to make recycling a priority in
the dorms and in all campus buildings. I also want to advocate for all
forms of transportation other than
cars, i.e. bicycles, carpools, shuttles
and walking. As to the student group
issue, ASUM should work to bridge
the gap in funding to ensure that all
student groups receive a fair share of
the budget.
2) While some student fees are
very important and necessary, most
are too high and are unreasonable.
While I do plan on promoting biking, walking and public transportation among the student body, I
understand that it would be nearly
impossible to completely eliminate
cars on campus. This being said, I
find the cost of parking passes and
parking tickets to be ridiculous and
believe that passes should be made
much more affordable for students.
The distribution of parking tickets
should also be limited.
3) If I were a pirate, the only
reason I would hijack another ship
is if there was a worldwide zombie
apocalypse, and all the weapons and
supplies were on the ship.

Ray Davis
junior, political science
1) Parking, parking, and parking.
I’ll start with the first topic, PARKING! Although for years senators
have dedicated their campaigns to
bettering the parking situation, we
See CANDIDATES, page10
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SIDE
LINES
HOME GAMES
THIS WEEK
Saturday, May 2 – Outdoor
Track and Field Griz-Cat Dual
at Dornblaser Field. Events
run 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Lacrosse: Montana’s club
lacrosse team ended their season with two weekend losses: a
24-8 stomping by Simon Fraser
on Saturday and a tight 20-15
loss to the University of Washington on Sunday. Senior attackman Sam Cameron scored
twice against Simon Frasier.
Senior midfielder Tucker Sargent tallied five goals against
Washington, with Cameron
chipping in four.
Football: Griz football
coach Bobby Hauck and his
coaching staff will host the
second annual “Huddles to
Heels” women’s football clinic
on May 21. Registration costs
$50 and includes a no-host tailgate, beer tasting, T-shirt and
gift bag. Registration deadline
is May 13. To register or to
learn more about the event, call
Christie Anderson at 243-4336.

STANDINGS

WOMEN’S TENNIS
School		
Sac. State
Montana State
N. Arizona
Montana
E. Washington
N. Colorado
Weber State
Portland State
Idaho State

Conf.
9-0
7–1
6-3
4-4
4-4
4-4
2-6
1-7
0-8

MEN’S TENNIS
School		
Sac. State
E. Washington
Montana State
Weber State
N. Arizona
Montana
Portland State
N. Colorado
Idaho State

Conf.
8-0
6-2
5-3
5-3
5-3
4-4
2-6
1-7
0-8

M
K
M
K

Total
19-8
11-9
13-10
8-13
8-15
6-15
5-17
5-18
0-16
Total
19-6
18-9
14-11
9-11
7-17
11-9
9-14
2-18
0-18
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Two former Grizzlies sign with NFL teams
Colter Nuanez
Montana Kaimin
For Colin Dow, the second
day of the NFL Draft was like
an episode of Flavor of Love.
He didn’t want to watch it. He
had been advised against watching it. Yet there he was Sunday,
engulfed in each and every pick,
anxiously waiting for his name to
be called.
“I couldn’t help myself,” said
the 6-foot-5, 305-pound guard,
who was an All-Big Sky selection on the offensive line each of
the last three seasons. “I plopped
down in the recliner and started
watching about round six. Every
pick was pretty excruciating to
watch, to see guys who you feel
like you are as good or better
than go before you.”
After the announcement of
“Mr. Irrelevant” signaled the end
of the draft, Dow found himself
in the same position as four other
former Grizzlies with NFL aspirations. Fellow offensive linemen J.D. Quinn and Brent Russum, safety Colt Anderson and
quarterback Cole Bergquist went
un-drafted as well.
But Dow and Anderson were
not disappointed for long. Both
players were on the phone with
multiple NFL teams throughout
Sunday. By the end of the night,
both had contracts.

Dow said it came down to
choosing between the San Diego Chargers, the Chicago Bears
and the Cincinnati Bengals. He
almost made the Windy City his
new home, but the Billings native felt his best fit was with the
Bengals. He signed a two-year
deal.
“The offensive line coach
seems like a guy I could trust, a
guy I respected,” Dow said. “For
a guy from Montana, those are
the two things that matter the
most. It’s not about the money
or the promises that are seldom
kept. It’s about the integrity of
the people.”
Anderson, a 194-pound headhunter from Butte, said he was
in contact with about 10 teams
throughout Sunday. Eighteen
safeties were drafted, none from
the Mining City, which was a surprise. Some scouts had Anderson
ranked as high as the ninth best
safety available. Nonetheless,
he went un-drafted but signed
a three-year deal to play for the
Minnesota Vikings.
“I was disappointed when
I didn’t get picked, but some
teams started to call,” Anderson
said. “Of all the teams I talked to,
I felt like Minnesota was the best
situation for me.”
Known as Boom Boom to
teammates for his vicious hitting,
Anderson etched a place in Griz-

zly lore forever after completing
a journey from walk-on to AllAmerica and on to the NFL.
“It is surreal, unbelievable,”
Anderson said. “Five years ago
I never would have thought I
would have the opportunity to
put on an NFL jersey. It shows
how hard work really does pay
off, and I’m a definite believer
that if you put in the time, good
things happens.”
Dow said the uphill battle both
he and Anderson faced at Montana, from the injuries to gaining
respect to getting on the radar of
NFL teams will be nothing but
advantageous as they make the
next step in their football lives.
“We are no strangers to overcoming adversity and having
to prove ourselves,” Dow said.
“We are used to it and we are not
afraid of it.”
Russum, who started 31 games
in the past three seasons for the
Griz, has yet to hammer out a
deal. The 6-foot-4, 295-pound
Lewiston, Idaho native said his
agent has been in contact with the
majority of teams in the league,
but many have been scared off
by a lingering ankle injury that
required surgery a few months
back.
Several teams expressed interest in Bergquist, but proceeded to draft other quarterbacks.
The 6-foot-2, 220-pound native

of San Clemente, Calif. had a
contract offer with the BC Lions
of the Canadian Football League,
but that offer was rescinded before the draft began. As of Monday, he said all eight CFL teams
are interested, but no contract
had been offered.
Quinn, who hails from Garland, Texas, is in a similar boat
as Russum. Many teams are interested, but no solid offers have
been made. Rookies must report
to an obligatory three-day mini
camp Thursday, so the clock is
ticking for those who are unsigned.
Dow intends to finish up the
last few weeks of classes to get
his psychology degree in Missoula following mini camp, but
he said he is relieved the draft
process is finished.
“I’m nervous, I’m excited,
but more than anything, I’m just
ready to put the cleats back on
and do something,” Dow said.
“It’s been two and a half months
of running forties and seeing how
much you can bench press, but at
the end of the day that doesn’t
matter at all. It’s how you go
out there and play the game, and
that’s what I’m ready to do.”
colter.nuanez@umontana.edu
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Griz Notebook:

UM tennis ends season, two qualify
for NCAA track regional
Roman Stubbs
Montana Kaimin
Tennis teams’ seasons come to
end in California
After a come from behind
quarterfinal win over third-seeded
Northern Arizona Thursday, the
Montana men’s tennis team fell
short of an upset bid Friday against
eventual tournament champion
Sacramento State.
The Hornets (19-6, 8-0 Big
Sky) swept their way to their seventh Big Sky Championship in
school history. With a pair of 4-0
wins over Montana in the semifinal and second-seeded Eastern
Washington in Saturday’s night
league championship match.
The Hornets gained traction in
their match with Grizzlies by winning the first two doubles matches.
Felipe Raw and Raydner Ramos
were outlasted 8-2 against Holden
Ching and Marko Starcevic in the
number-two position, while Colin
Dektar and David Cysneiros fell in
the third slot, in an 8-5 fight with
Artur Klimenka and Jason Smith.
The Grizzlies made their run to
the semifinal match with an upstart
victory Thursday against the Lumberjacks, who pinned Montana
early by winning the doubles point
and the first singles matchup. But
Mikolak Borkowski came up with
a win over Chris Arena 7-5, 6-1 in
the No. 2 slot, and Ramos beat David Flodberg 6-3, 7-5. Freshman

Carl Kuschke and Cysneiros won
in the fifth and sixth single slots,
respectively, to preserve Montana’s advance in the tourney.
It ended quickly against the
Hornets, who beat the Griz 7-0
back in the two clubs’ last meeting
in March. Sacramento State followed with three consecutive single wins in straight sets, propelling
them into the title match for the
second time in as many years and
ending Montana’s season at 11-9.
While the Montana men advanced in their first round matchup with Northern Arizona, the
Montana women fell 4-0 in their
quarterfinal Thursday against the
third-seeded Lumberjacks, ending
the 2009 campaign at 8-13.
Although Martyna Nowak and
Liz Walker paired to beat Edit Suhajhda and Orsi Golovics 8-5 in
the No. 1 doubles slot, Kris Nord’s
club was swept the rest of the day.
NAU’ s Kim Van Ginkel and Leslie Vial took down Amanda Bran
and Lauren Gibson 8-4 in the second doubles match, and Stacey
Pinchbeck and Yumi Hasegawa
followed with a 8-4 win over Rebecca Bran and Cara Lehman in
the third. The Grizzlies were swept
in straight sets in the singles competition.
The Sacramento State women
continued to build their legacy
this decade, winning their eighth
straight Big Sky Conference
Championship and extended their

league match-winning streak to 62
after taking down the Lumberjacks
4-0 Saturday afternoon.
Track qualifies more athletes
for Big Sky Championships,
NCAA regional meet
Montana’s track and field program spilt their squad into two
road trips through the Pacific
Northwest this past weekend, and
both sides carried new Big Sky
and NCAA regional qualifications
back to Missoula.
The Grizzlies earned five Big
Sky Conference qualifications at
Duane Hartman Invitational in
Spokane, Wash., which included
Brooke Andrus and Jessica Leslie
becoming the Montana women’s
first 800-meter and long jump
qualifier respectively.
Andrus broke through as the
800-meter winner (2:16.48) and
Leslie captured the events long
jump (18-3).
The men also had two conference qualifiers in Spokane, with
seniors Dan Bingham and Eli
Hermann adding steeplechase
qualifications. Bingham, the 2006
conference champion in the event,
cemented his place in this year’s
postseason event with a time of
9:26.94, good for second. Hermann added a qualification in the
10,000-meter after running the
steeplechase in a third place time
of (9:30.07). Other winners in the

event included Erin Clark in the
400 meters (57.23) Asia Graham
in the triple jump (37-5) and Case
Parker in the men’s 400 meters
(49.10). Clark and Graham both
elevated their qualification times
from earlier this season.
Seven Montana athletes competed in Eugene, Ore. Friday and
Saturday at the Oregon Relays,
with junior Kara Dewalt and
sophomore Katrina Drennen both
capturing NCAA Regional qualifications.
Dewalt earned a berth to her
second straight NCAA event in
the steeplechase, running a time
of 10:40.46. Dewalt set the school
record in the steeplechase last
spring at the NCAA Midwest Regional with a time of 10:30.36.
Drennen qualified for the
NCAA Regional after placing
sixth in the 5,000 meter, using a
time 16:49.22 to edging out the
NCAA standard time 16:52. Dewalt and Drennen became the
third and fourth NCAA Regional
qualifiers, joining standout javelin
throwers Cole Beyer and Richard
Brumbaugh.
Only two weeks remain in the
outdoor regular season, Montana
will host the Griz-Cat dual next
weekend at Dornblaser Field.
The program will also host the
Big Sky Conference championships at Dornblaser starting May
13.
roman.stubbs@umontana.edu
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Continued from page 8
are still left with not enough damned
parking! I am a firm believer that the
role of this university is to provide
the services and facilities needed to
foster the advancement of education. That means providing parking
facilities for those of us who drive to
school. The University of Montana
must build an underground parking
garage or another facility to fit our
current needs and the needs of future
UM students.
2) Fees are a necessary part of
many institutions. As students, we
recognize that we have access to
a wide variety of services that are
seemingly free. That’s simply not
the case. But paying fees allows us
to have services that would be more
expensive than if we had to pay for
the services individually. The way
fees work on this campus is; everyone pays, everyone plays. This allows for the many services that we
utilize as students to be available to
all of us. However, I do feel some
fees are more appropriate for students than others. I plan to evaluate

Feature
the true utility of fees for students if
I am elected.
3) First, there are very few gay
pirates—probably because of the
bad hygiene. But, if I were a hot gay
pirate… I would hijack a ship to sail
to Antarctica to have a rave with the
emperor penguins!
Sammy Schreiner
freshman, undeclared
1) I believe that great leaders go
out and meet the people, and that is
what the senators of ASUM need
to do each week. ASUM stands for
Associated Students of The University of Montana, and in the mission
statement, it says they will “work
diligently toward a more involved
student body, thus becoming a more
influential liaison between students
and the university administration.”
In order to fulfill this mission, the
senators need to be out talking to the
student body, finding out what they
want and need, and letting them
know what services are currently
available. Senators have office hours
once a week, and I would suggest
that during those office hours, they
take time to give a brief informative presentation with a lecture class
about ASUM, how students can get

involved and what their tuition fees
are paying for. The most important
issue to address for next year is that
it’s time ASUM seeks out the people
instead of waiting for the people to
come to them.
2) Currently, students are paying $33 per semester in fees, which
ASUM administers. Perhaps we
need to take a look at anything we
are offering that could be temporarily or permanently suspended. This
would allow for more revenue to
be available for crucial programs. I
would like to be able to pay for all
the programs that are currently offered. With that in mind, we have
two choices: we can either raise tuition fees to cover increased cost of
programs or we can choose to drop
a few programs and use that money
to pay for increased cost. I think, in
order to make this decision, ASUM
should take a survey of what the student body would prefer. It would depend on what the fees are going for,
and I would have to look at it from a
case-by-case basis.
3) If I was a pirate, I would hijack
a ship to sail the ocean blue, I love
the water. My second reason would
be for the captain’s parrot.
Scott Rezvani, junior
philosophy and psychology
1) I think the main
issue we will have
to face next year is
squirrel over-population. As you may
have noticed, the
campus resident squirrels tend to get
violent in the fall in their attempts to
steal our food for their winter consumption. I have heard many chill-

ing first-hand accounts of people
viciously yipped at by overweight
squirrels prowling the Oval. As senator, I will work hard to provide the
appropriate squirrel condoms and
.42-rifles necessary to combat this
squirrel epidemic.
2) I think it’s an unfair burden
on students to pay more than what
they already are. Currently, it takes
too long for students to graduate because of the cost of tuition. I know
that personally I am going to be a
senior for at least two years. Things
are tight everywhere now but I believe that the key to fixing things
is promoting better education. I’d
work to get more state funds directed our way and perhaps develop some
partnerships with local entities to create more personalized scholarship
funds, something like sponsoring a
student individually who needs some
financial assistance to finish college.
We do best when we rely most on the
surrounding community.
3) What do you mean “if?” And
I do it for the booty, of course. Arr!
Patrick Rhea, freshman
biology and
environmental studies
1) There are two
main issues that I plan
to focus my energies
on as an ASUM senator. First, I think environmental sustainability should be a key concern of ASUM,
as it is important to many students.
The Revolving Energy Loan Fund addresses many of the ways that students
actively make a difference in the University of Montana’s views on sustainability, but more things can be done. I
would like to see ASUM push the UM
administration to work on making our
campus more environmentally friendly. Second, I would like to spend a
significant amount of time addressing
the University’s use of sweatshop labor to produce its “Griz Gear.” I think
that UM must make sure its products
are produced in a socially responsible
manner.
2) It is very dangerous to imme-
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diately assume that any new fee is
inherently bad. More importantly, we
should look at how the money is being spent and then make judgments.
There are two fees that I do want to
express my support for. I think that the
Revolving Energy Loan Fund (RELF)
and the Mont PIRG fees are both very
important initiatives. I spent a significant amount of time working on the
RELF, and I think that this has the potential to be one of the most effective
student programs in decades. By using
student funds to make auxiliary buildings more efficient, the University can
save a lot of money. It takes a program
like RELF, that gives saved money
back to students for future use, to really have a strong impact on UM’s
energy consumption levels.
3) If I were a pirate, I suppose
that I would only hijack those ships
that were transporting products for
wealthy corporations looking to take
advantage of poor communities. In
other words, I would stay clear of
ships carrying aid cargo, which seems
to be a common target among modern
pirates. I would take the booty from
these large corporate ships and pass
on that wealth to those who need it
the most: the more than 852 million
people who don’t have enough food to
live healthily everyday. “Robin Hood
of the Sea” has a nice ring to it.
President: Daniel Zolnikov, senior, business and political science
Vice President: Tara Haupt,
English education and marketing

Quote: “I just want to meet the students, talk to the students. I don’t care
if it takes a very long time.” -Zolnikov

President: Matt Fennell, senior,
social work and art
Vice President: Emily May,
sophomore, political science

Quote: “You have to take ASUM
in new directions, and when doing that
you’re taking it in directions students
want to see it go.” — May
To read a full profile on the executive candidates, log on to www.montanakaimin.com and search “Zolnikov
and Haupt” and “Fennell and May.”
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to McLachlin. She pointed out that
the U.S. is often called “a melting pot of cultures,” meaning that
they are mixed together so they no
longer maintain distinct characteristics. Canada, on the other hand,
is referred to as a mosaic, she said,
indicating that various cultures are
able to maintain their unique characteristics and come together to
form one picture.
“When we have made mistakes,
it’s because we have failed to recognize differences between us,”
McLachlin said.
The two countries’ legal systems reflect their different legacies
as well, according to McLachlin.
While the U.S.’ Bill of Rights defines individual liberties in absolute terms, Canada’s Bill of Rights
allows for “reasonable limits” on
rights, she said.
The way law is practiced in
the two countries differs as well,
McLachlin said. One example is
the simple robes worn by judges in
the U.S., representing the country’s
belief in the wisdom of the common
people and suspicion of authority, in
contrast to the “elitist” role of judges
in Canada, who wear more elaborate
robes, she said.
E. Edwin Eck, dean of UM’s
School of Law, said he agreed with
the idea behind McLachlin’s lecture.
“I, like her, believe that we can
learn about ourselves when we compare ourselves with others,” he said.
allison.maier@umontana.edu

The fee would “get our service
up to par, so we would hopefully
be eligible for federal funding,”
Wilson said.
If the fee increase passes, Wilson said, ASUM Transportation
would first double the COT shuttle
service and purchase two new buses to make that service possible.
In the second year, money from

the fee would enable replacement
of the bio-bus, build a garage to
protect the buses and expand the
bike rental service on campus.
With all these changes, Wilson
said, the school would be able to
receive money from the federal
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality Fund in order to maintain these
services.
The $3.50 fee increase would
raise the total yearly fee per student to $27.
“(The fee) is really pretty mini-

Comment on these stories
@
www.montanakaimin.com

BUS WEEK
Continued from page 1
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mal,” said Nicholas Wegman, a
senior biology major who was
volunteering for ASUM Transportation yesterday, passing out raffle
tickets on the bus.
If nothing else, Wegman said,
a more efficient transportation
service would lower emissions
around campus.
“I think the decrease in emissions is a good thing to promote,”
Wegman said, adding that since it
also helps students in the short run,
it’s a good idea to support it.

“If this is going to make it easier for people to make it to school
on time, I think it makes a lot of
sense,” Wegman said.
Swinehart agreed, saying even
students who don’t necessarily
ride the bus have a reason to support the fee, and the increase is
minimal.
“I go to the Country Store and
buy a Gatorade and pay $3.50,”
Swinehart said.
joshua.potter@umontana.edu
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ASUM Referenda
Vote April 29-30

Renewable Energy Loan Fund (RELF)
A Renewable Energy Loan Fund creates
funding for student-led projects that reduce
the environmental impact of the campus and
save money. These projects exist in areas of
energy efficiency, water conservation and
waste reduction. The financial savings these
projects produce would be returned to the
fund, growing over time, and ensuring that
sustainability and economic success go hand
in hand. A $4 per student, per semester fee
could create over $80,000 in the first year.
Students could use these funds for projects
that make the campus cleaner and greener
and represent smart investments. The fee
would be opt-out to give students the option
not to pay. A student-led committee will
be responsible for release of the funds so
students keep control.
Yes, I approve the passage of an optional

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

BOOZE
Continued from page 1
to my dorm at Aber when I was a
freshman. I still have their poster on
my wall.”
When the Booze Brothers started
their smart partying campaign three
years ago, they were campus advocates who gave tours to incoming
freshman and spoke at orientation.
“We’d dress up and do ridiculous
stuff all the time,” Jacobsen said.
The pair made an impression on
the Curry Health Center, and the
Health Advancement office asked
them if they’d like to be a part of

$4 per student per semester fee to create the
Revolving Energy Loan Fund (RELF).
No, I do not approve of the passage of an
optional $4 per students per semester fee
to create the Revolving Energy Loan Fund
(RELF).
Montana Kaimin
The Montana Kaimin is proposing a $2.00
increase to the Montana Kaimin fee. The
Montana Kaimin is the only student run
newspaper for the University of Montana
and employs almost 50 students to prepare
and design the weekday publication.
This fee would be used to modernize the
technology of the Montana Kaimin office,
maintain necessary financial reserves, meet
mandatory increases in the minimum wage,
and continue to provide special advertising
rates to student groups.
Yes, I support increasing the Montana
Kaimin fee from $4 to $6 per semester.
No, I do not support increasing the Montana

their new Booze Brothers campaign.
“When we started, people had no
idea who we were,” Jacobsen said.
“But, nowadays people recognize
us and call us over from across the
Oval.”
That’s why it’s a little more difficult to get a good response on the
U-Dash, Jacobsen said.
“This is a new forum for us,”
Jacobsen said. “We’re on the party
bus.”
Sophomore Jeremy Giardina
agreed that the Booze Brothers’ job
was a difficult one.
“Let’s see them go down to Bodega and tell people how to drink

Kaimin fee from $4 to $6 per semester.
ASUM Transportation Fee
The Transportation Fee supports the ASUM
Office of Transportation. A fee increase is
needed to increase service to the College of
Technology and South campus, which has
seen a 112% ridership increase, to provide a
bus garage through a renovation of a current
building on campus, to replace the Bio Bus,
which is past its life expectancy, to meet
federal safety standards and to expand the
semester bike program.
A $3.50 per semester increase to the
Transportation Fee would increase the
current Park ‘n Ride services to the College
of Technology and to South campus. After a
fall 2008 safety review, it was determined that
the ASUM Transportation system is in need
of meeting a number of requirements for the
system to qualify for federal transportation
funds. Such needs include: a bus garage,
more student lead drivers, increased testing
and training, and improved communication

kiosk
KAIMIN
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responsibly,” Giardina said.
Sophomore Jess McLain said
that he would at least give the Booze
Brothers the time of day if they approached him somewhere.
“That’d be fine because they’re
dressed up as the Blues Brothers,”
McLain said.
That’s the idea, Hansen said.
“I think (students) appreciate a
more creative approach to the issue.”
Hoskins said he definitely appreciated their approach.
“Good student outreach and education is how I learned,” Hoskins
said.

Hoskins said that it was the
Booze Brothers who taught him that
eating a big meal before drinking
or alternating water with alcoholic
beverages are ways to avoid a hangover and stay safe and under control
while drinking.
The Booze Brothers both agree
that the knowledge they try to dispense is worthwhile because it
comes from their experience.
“We’re students too,” Jacobsen
said. “The discussion comes with
some experience.”
“We party,” Hansen said. “But
we do so responsibly.”
As fifth-year seniors the Booze
Brothers are getting ready to wrap
up their careers as safe-partying advocates.
“I feel like we’ve reached a lot
of people,” Hansen said, adding that
about 97 percent of students use at
least one protective behavior while
partying, like drinking water with
their drinks, eating, using the bus or
just staying home to drink.
The Booze Brothers said they are
hoping to find replacements so they
can pass on the torch.
Hansen said that whoever replaces them should be outgoing, or at
least willing to adapt to the situation.
“I didn’t overly enjoy approaching people who didn’t want to talk to
me,” Hansen said, adding that over
time, he grew to love his job.
“You develop a unique sense of
humor about it,” Jacobsen said.
joshua.potter@umontana.edu

system. The additional fee will go to meeting
the safety guidelines and would renovate
a current University building to be able to
house the new buses recently purchased,
which will extend the life expectancy of all
the current and future equipment. The bio
bus was purchased in 2000 and has a life
expectancy of 7 years. With the additional
fee, this bus will be replaced during the 20102011 academic year. Finally, the semester
bike program started in fall 2008 was so
successful that all bikes were checked out
within 4 days of the spring 2009 semester.
An additional fee would allow the ASUM
OT to increase this program to more
adequately meet the demonstrated demand.
Yes, I approve of a $3.50 per semester
increase to the Transportation Fee to meet
the above requests.
No, I do not approve of a $3.50 per semester
increase to the Transportation Fee.

MontPIRG
MontPIRG (Montana Student Public
Interest Research Group) is a statewide,
student directed, non-profit, non-partisan
organization. MontPIRG gives students a
vital out of the classroom learning experience
to act on the problems they see in the world,
by allowing students to pool their resources
with students across the state and country to
make our voices stronger and to hire a staff of
professionals to work with students on issues
that concern us as citizens. A $5 per student,
per semester ‘opt-out’ fee would allow
students to pool their resources together and
hire professional staff to work with students
on issues that concern us as citizens.
Yes, I support the establishment of a $5
per semester, per student ‘opt-out’ fee for
MontPIRG.
No, I do not support the establishment of a
$5 per semester, per student ‘opt-out’ fee for
MontPIRG.

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

FOR RENT
Rooms available in remodeled fraternity
house from May 15th to August 1st.
Close to U on Gerald and University Ave.
$350/month w/ small deposit. Includes
all utilities inc cable and Internet. Call
MREM at 406-541-6468 or visit www.
millenniumrem.com.
Clean, quiet, newly redecorated place for
a single person. Free satellite. $375/mo.
543-3343
Five Bedroom Duplex, garbage and water
paid, private parking, washer/dryer, near
University. $1200 plus dep. Call 493-1942.
HELP WANTED
Network and systems administrator.
Missoula web hosting company seeks

experienced admin to help manage our
24/7 infrastructure. Must have Juniper,
Cisco, and Linux expertise. Info: modwest.
com/jobs. Submit your resume to: jobs@
modwest.com
$10/hour. Knowledgeable computer whiz
that enjoys playing video games to work
with a young autistic adult who enjoys the
same. We live in the University area within
walking distance from the campus. Please
call evenings for interviews, 543-0003.
Lolo Creek Steak House is accepting
applications for PT cocktail service/
bartender. Apply between 3:00 & 4:00pm.
Great opportunity for PT summer
employment! Looking for responsible
individual to assist professional couple

with various duties. Must have reliable
vehicle. Prefer 10-15 hrs/wk. Holidays and
weekends off. $9.00/hr plus mileage. Call
Marsha at 728-1212
PERSONALS
Bad breath? Quit smoking/chewing kits at
Curry Room 112
Stress Management Seminar! Finals and
the summer are right around the corner!
Come to this free seminar and learn some
techniques for better stress management.
Part one: Thursday April 30th 5:30-7:00,
Part two: Thursday May 7th from 5:307:00 in room 073 at the Curry Health
Center. To sign up call: 243-4711.
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Call for an appointment. 243-4711

BAHA’I FAITH
Man & woman both should be educated
equally & equally regarded. – ‘Abdu’l-Bahá
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount. Downtown at 136 East Broadway.
Computer Central, 542-6540.
Computer Problem? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
Curb Trader’s Bazaar in downtown
Hamilton.
Buy, sell, trade clothes
of Vintage Retro and contemporary
wearables, funky art/furniture. 363-0872
Purple Haze Hookah and Sports Lounge
where you can sit and smoke hookah. 1805
Brooks.

Basic Wildland Fire Training, May 17-20.
For info or to pre-register, call 543-0013.
MISCELLANEOUS
Have you been chosen for a chance to win
a Flip Video? Check your umontana email
for the subject line “UM Tobacco Survey”
to see if you’ve been selected.
Secret Seconds U Thrift Store featuring
nice and affordable books and clothing
1221 Helen Ave. (one block from UM-next
to JavaU) 10-6pm Mon.-Sat.
This week only! My Sister’s Closet is paying
cash for spring and summer clothing! Items
must be in excellent condition, recent style
and name brands. Stop in anytime TuesFri from 10 to 6. My Sister’s Closet 1900
Brooks Street in the Holiday Village.
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